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[57] ABSTRACT 
An electronic organ having a piano-type keyboard for 
playing tones and a button region for playing chords or 
the like, which is economical to manufacture. The key 
board includes lever-type keys that have recesses in 
their bottom walls for dropping onto a long thin bar to 
provide a pivotal mounting, and the organ housing hav 
ing ?ngers between groups of twelve keys to limit side 
ward shifting of the keys. The button region includes a 
sheet of resilient electrically conductive material with 
tabs formed therein that are bent to an upward incline, 
a circuit board with contacts positioned below the tabs, 
and buttons that can be manually depressed to pushed 
selected tabs against contacts of the circuit board. 

5 Claims, 8 Drawing Figures 
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KEYBOARD ASSEMBLY FOR ORGAN 
This is a continuation, of application Ser. No. 98,3 69, 

filed Dec. 15, 1970 now abandoned. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
' This invention relates to electronic organs. 

2. Description of the Prior Art 
Electronic organs typically include a large number of 

tone generators that generate electrical signals repre 
senting sounds to be played, an ampli?er and loud 
speaker arrangement for producing audible sounds, 
and manually operated switches for selectively con 
necting the tone generators to the ampli?er. The 
switching arrangement typically includes a piano-like 
keyboard for coupling sounds representing single tones 
to the ampli?er and a button region where sounds 
representing chords or the like are coupled to the am 
pli?er. Inasmuch as a large number of manually oper 
ated switches must be included, an organ construction 
which provided for simple and easy installed switches 
would enable economical production and pricing of the 
organs. 

OBJECTS AND SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

An object of the present invention is to provide an 
organ keyboard which utilizes a minimum number of 
parts, and which can be rapidly assembled. 
Another object is to provide an electronic organ 

which is reliable and economical. ' 
In accordance with one embodiment of the present 

invention, an electronic organ is provided which in 
cludes a piano-type keyboard and button switch sec 
tion, both of which utilize a minimum number of parts 
and are easy to install. The piano-type keyboard sec 
tion includes keys which are molded with recesses on 
their bottom walls for receiving a pivot bar that pivot 
ally supportsthem on the organ housing, and which are 
molded with protuberances on one side wall for spacing 
each key from the next succeeding key. The keys ‘can 
be installed by merely dropping them over a long pivot 
bar mounted on the organ, instead of necessitating the 
projection of a shaft through the keys. Several fingers 
are mounted on the organ housing beside every twelfth 
key, to prevent excessive sideward shifting of the keys. 
The bottom section where buttons are depressed to 

play chords or the like, includes a bus sheet con 
structed of resilient electrically conductive material. 
Tabs are formed in the sheet and are bent to extend 
with an upward incline. A circuit board is provided 
with contacts positioned below the tabs of the bus 
sheet, so that the depression of a tab establishes electri 
cal contact between the bus sheet and the circuit board 
contact. Each of the manually depressible buttons rests 
upon one of the tabs to eliminate the need for a spring 
for each button to bias it upwardly. 
The novel features of the invention are set forth with 

particularity in the appended claims. The invention will 
be best understood from the following description 
when read in conjunction with the accompanying draw 
ings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. I is a partial perspective, partial block diagram 
of an electronic organ constructed in accordance with 
the invention; ' 
FIG. 2 is a view taken on the line 2-2 of FIG. 1; 
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2 
FIG. 3 is a view taken on the line 3-3 of FIG. 2; 
FIG. 4 is a partial perspective view of the key and 

electrical contact of FIG. 2; 
FIG. 4A is a partial sectional view showing the man 

ner of installation of a key in the organ of FIG. 1; 
FIG. 5 is a view taken on the line s_s of FIG. 1; 
FIG. 6 is a partial perspective view of the button re 

gion of the organ of FIG. 1; and _ 
FIG. 7 is a partial sectional view taken on the line 

7-7 of FIG. 1. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

FIG. 1 illustrates a portion of an electronic organ, 
which includes a housing 10 with a piano-type key 
board 12 that is played to produce tones of particular 
pitches and a button section 14 that is used to play 
chords or other special sounds. The organ includes a 
signal generating apparatus 15 for generating electrical 
signals representing sounds to be played, the apparatus 
generally including a tone generating section 16 for 
generating tones of particular pitches and a chord gen 
erating section 18 for generating chords, rhythmic or 
accompaniment patterns or other special sounds. A 
wide variety of devices are available for generating sig 
nals, including optical discs with prerecorded sounds 
thereon that are played by shining light through tracks 
of the disc. Signals generated by the signal generating 
apparatus 15 are delivered to switches actuated by keys 
of the keyboard 12 and buttons of the button section 
14. 
When one of the keys at 12 or buttons at 14 is de~ 

pressed, an electrical signal representing a particular 
tone or chord pattern is delivered to an ampli?er 20 
which ampli?es the signal and ‘delivers it to a loud 
speaker 22 to produce an audible sound. While most 

- organs utilize -a keyboard and button arrangement 
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which are part of a complete organ, the keyboard and 
buttons may be a separate unit used with an indepen 
dent signal generator and an independent ampli?er and 
loudspeaker arrangement. In any case, a‘large number 
of independently operable keys ‘and buttons must be 
provided, and a construction which simplifies the man 
ual switching apparatus provided by the keyboard and 
button arrangement can significantly reduce the cost of 
an organ. ; ' 

As shown in FIG. 2, 3 and 4, each key 24 of thekey 
board is an elongated member with a forward portion 
26 whose upper surface is depressed by a musician, and 
a rearwardportion 28 which can move a pair of electri 
cal contacts 30, 32 together. The key has a pair of side 
walls 34, 36, an upper wall 38 and a lower surface 40. 
The entire key can be formed in a single injection 
molding. In order to enable pivotal mounting of the key 
on the organ housing 10, a pair of recesses 42, 43 is 
formed in the bottom 40 of the key, the recesses ex 
tending into the side walls 34, 36. An elongated bar 44 
which is mounted on the housing I0, has an upstanding 
pivot portion 46 which is received in the recesses 42, 
43 of the keys to pivotally mount them on the housing. 
A strip 48 of bearing material such as polyethylene of 
substantially U-shaped cross-section, isdisposed over 
the top of the pivot portion to reduce friction and noise 
during pivoting. ‘ 
The key 24 can pivot up and down within a limited 

range. A stop 52 mounted on a bracket 54 that is at 
tached to the organ housing, lies within the front por 
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tion 28 of the key. When the key is depressed or re 
leased to move up, it hits the stop 52, which is con 
structed of elastomeric material and shaped to provide 
a minimum of noise. 
The use of the elongated bar 46 that extends laterally 

across the organ housing allows the keys to be easily in 
stalled. Such installation is accomplished by engaging 
the front portion of each key with the stop 52, as shown 
in FIG. 4A. Such installation may be compared with an 
often used procedure wherein each key has a hole in it, 
and a round shaft must be projected through all of the 
holes of the keys in order to mount them on the organ. 

It may be noted that the recesses 42 and 43 in the key 
are of different shape, one recess 43 being rounded and 
the other 42 having a straight inner wall 42I. The rea 
son for this is to prevent binding in spite of moderate 
dimensional variations in the parts. The recess 43 is 
rounded to resist forward and rearward motion on the 
bearing strip 48. The ?at bearing-engaging wall 421 of 
the other recess is at the same elevation, but it does not 
resist‘forward and rearward motion. Thus, the recess 
42 does not act together with recess 43 to ?x the angle 
A between the side of the key and the side of the bear 
ing 48. The stop 52 at the front of the key ?xes the posi 
tion of the key front, and acts together with the 
rounded recess 43 to fix the angle A between the key 
and bearing (generally A is about 90°). 
The key 24 is biased towards the position shown in 

FIG. 2, by a resilient strip switch member 56 which is 
constructed of electrically conductive material. The 
strip 55 has a rearward end 58 which is mounted by a 
spacer 60 on the organ housing, and which has a for 
ward end 61 that is free to bend up and down. The for 
ward end 61 is split into three parts, including a pair of 
side parts 62, 64 which are bent downwardly to press 
against the rearward end portion 28 of the lever, and 
a central part 66 whose outer end forms the electrical 
contact 32. The parts 62, 64 supply the biasing forces 
which maintain the key 24 in its usual position prior to 
depression by a musician. When a musician depresses 
the key 24, the rearward end 28 thereof moves the 
parts 62, 64 of the strip 56 upwardly. This causes the 
central part 66 to move upwardly and bring the contact 
32 against another contact 30. The strip 56 is electri 
cally connected to one conductor of the tone generator 
16 while the contact 30 is connected to the ampli?er 
20, so that when the contacts 30, 32 touch one another 
a tone is sounded. The contact 30 is a portion of a sheet 
70 of electrically conductive material which is con 
nected to the ampli?er 20. ‘ 

In addition to pivotally mounting the keys 24‘ and 
preventing their removal by outward movement, it is 
necessary to space the keys a slight distance from each 
other along the width of the keyboard 12. Such spacing 
is desirable so that the side walls of the keys do not rub 
against one another in a manner that would prevent 
smooth pivoting. Although it would be possible to pro 
vide separate spacers mounted on the housing, this 
would necessitate the production and mounting of 
many additional members, which would increase the 
cost of the organ. In order to simplify the spacing of the 
keys, one side wall 36 of each key is provided with ribs 
or protuberances 72, 74 that are molded thereon at a 
location near the recess 42 where the key is pivotally 
mounted on the pivot portion 46 of the bar 44. The 
protuberances space the keys from one another to pre 
vent rubbing. Of course, the protuberances may rub on 
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the side wall of the next key, but only a minimal fric 
tional torque is created because of the close location of 
the protuberances to the axis of pivoting. 
The housing 10 and keys 24 are constructed so that 

there is a small clearance such as ?ve thousanths inch 
between the protuberances 72, 74 of each key and the 
side wall of the next key, to prevent binding. If a large 
number of keys, such as 50, were mounted so that only 
the ?rst and fiftieth key were restrained from sideward 
shifting, then the accumulated clearances might allow 
for a large shifting in the position of individual keys. 
For example, a five thousanths inch clearance for each 
of 50 keys might allow a key to shift by one-quarter 
inch if all keys were pushed to one side. To prevent 
such a large shifting, spacer fingers 76 are provided be 
tween groups of keys. As shown in FIG. 5, a spacer ?n 
ger 76 is provided between every 12 keys 24 along the 
keyboard. The ?ngers 76 are portions of a spacer strip 
78 that is ?xed to the housing 10. For a clearance such 
as ?ve thousanths inch between keys, the maximum 
amount of shifting of any key is equal to 12 of such 
clearances or sixty thousanths'inch. This amount of 
shifting is small enough that it is not readily noticed and 
does not affect operation of the keyboard. Of course, 
the spacer ?ngers can be located between any desired 
number of keys, but the larger the number, the smaller 
the number of spacer ?ngers required, and the more 
economical the construction of the organ. 
FIGS. 6 and 7 show the details of construction of the 

button section 14 of the organ. To simplify the con 
struction, a bus plate or sheet 80 is provided which is 
constructed of a resilient electrically conductive mate 
rial such as beryllium copper. A circuit board sheet 82 
is positioned below the bus sheet 80 and is spaced from 
the bus sheet by spacer rods 84. The bus sheet, 80 has 
many tabs 86 formed therein which are bent to an up 
ward incline. The circuit board 82 has many conduc 

- tive strips 88, each of which has a contact spot 90 lo 
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cated below one of the tabs 86. When a tab 86 is de 
pressed, it contacts a contact spot 90 to connect one of 
the conductive strips 88 to the bus sheet 80. Each of 
the conductive strips 88 is connected to a different out 
put terminal of the chord generator 18. The bus sheet 
80 is connected to the common ampli?er 20 whose out 
put is delivered to the loudspeaker for generating audi 
ble sounds. ‘ - i ' 

A cover 92, shown, in FIG. 7, extends over the bus 
sheet 80 and supports push buttons 94. Each push but 
ton 94 has a lower end 96 which rests against a tab 86 
of the bus sheet and an upper end 98 that can be de- ’ 
pressed by the ?nger of the musician. When a musician 
depresses the button 94, the button depresses the tab 
86 so that the tab contacts a contact spot 90 of the cir 
cuit board to cause a chord or the like to be played. 
Each of the buttons 94 has a skirt 100 that is held in a 
guide 102 of the cover to slidably guide the button in 
up and down movement. The spring force of the tab 86 
is utilized to urge the button 94 upwardly until the skirt 
100 hits a top wall of the cover. This eliminates the 
need for a separate spring to upwardly bias each of the 
buttons. It may be noted that the two rows of tabs near 
the rearward end 104 of the bus sheet are designed 'to 
be operated by rocker arms. 
Thus, the invention provides an organ switching ar 

rangement which is simple and easy to install, to enable 
the production of reliable organs at low cost. The organ 
utilizes keys that are mounted by merely inserting them 
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and dropping them onto a pivot bar. Fingers are pro 
vided between groups of keys to prevent large lateral 
shifts due to accumulation of clearances. The keys are 
biased towards their normal position by strips of elec 
trically conductive material which serve to make and 
break electrical contact when the keys are operated. 
The button section of the organ utilizes a bus sheet with 
tabs that provide for a simpli?ed switching arrange 
ment and which eliminate the need for many springs to 
upwardly bias the push buttons. 
Although particular embodiments of the invention 

have been described and illustrated herein, it is recog 
nized that modi?cations and variations may readily 
occur to those skilled in the art and, consequently, it is 
intended that the claims be interpreted to cover such 
modi?cations and equivalents. 
What is claimed is: 
1. An organ keyboard comprising: 
a housing; 
a plurality of keys; 
means for pivotally mounting said keys on said hous 

ing so that said keys are arranged in a row, said 
means constructed to permit said keys to slide 
along their axis of pivoting; and 

a plurality of locating ?ngers mounted on said hous 
ing at ?xed positions along said row of keys, each 
?nger located between a pair of keys and said ?n 
gers spaced from each other so that a plurality of 
keys lie between adjacent fingers, and each finger 
having a width less than one-half the width of any 
of said keys so that said keys appear to extend in 
a continuous row. 

2. An organ keyboard comprising: 
a housing having forward and rearward portions; 
an elongated bar mounted on said housing to extend 

laterally thereon, said bar having upstanding pivot 
portions; and 

a plurality of elongated keys, each having an upper 
surface with a forward depressing portion for re 
ceiving manually depressing forces and a lower sur 
face, each of said keys having a pair of side walls 
with recesses in their lower surfaces at a location 
forward of said depressing portion, the recess in 
one side wall being rounded to resist forward and 
rearward movement relative to said pivot portion, 
and the recess in the other side wall having a sub 
stantially straight inner wall to permit forward and 
rearward movement relative to said pivot portion, 
said pivot portion extending into said recesses to 
pivotally mount said keys on said housing. 

3. An organ keyboard comprising: 
a housing having forward and rearward portions; ' 
an elongated bar mounted on said housing to extend 
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6 
laterally thereon, said bar having upstanding pivot 
portions; 

a plurality of elongated keys, each having an upper 
surface with a forward depressing portion for re 
ceiving manually depressing forces and a lower sur 
face, each of said keys having at least one recess in 
its lower surface at a location rearward of said de 
pressing portion, said upstanding pivot portion ex 
tending into said recesses of said keys to pivotally 
mount them on said housing; 

a plurality of electrically conductive switch members 
mounted on said housing; and 

contact means spaced above said switch to contact 
them when said keys are depressed; 

each of said switch members including a strip of resil 
ient electrically conductive material with a rear 
ward end ?xed to said housing and a forward end 
disposed over a rearward portion of one of said 
keys, said forward portion of said strip being split 
to form a ?rst arm which is biased against a rear 
ward portion of said key and a second arm spaced 
above said ?rst arm and below said contact means 
for de?ecting against said contact means when said 
?rst arm is raised by said key. 

4. An organ keyboard comprising: 
a housing having forward and rearward portions; 
an elongated pivot member mounted on said housing 

to extend laterally thereon; 
a plurality of elongated keys, each having a forward 
depressing portion for receiving manually depress 
ing forces and a rearward portion pivotally 
mounted on said pivot member; 

a plurality of resilient members mounted on said 
housing; and 

contact means spaced above said switch members; 
each of said resilient members including a strip of re 

silient material with a rearward end ?xed to said 
housing and a forward end disposed over a rear 
ward portion of one of said keys, said forward por 
tion of said strip being split to form a ?rst arm 
which is biased against a rearward portion of said 
key and a second arm spaced above said ?rst arm 
and below said contact means for deflecting to 
wards said contact means when said ?rst arm is 
raised by said key. 

5. The organ keyboard described in claim 4 wherein: 
said forward portion of said strip is split into three 
arms, including said ?rst and second arms and also 
including a third arm, said second arm being lo 
cated between said ?rst and third arms, and said 
?rst and third arms both biased against a rearward 
portion of the key. 

* ‘I * * * 


